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ABSTRACT
The increasing of online social network in the Internet
has caused the explosion of search results from the
search engines. According to the Google search
engine statistics, until 2008 almost 1 trillion web pages
have been indexing including the online social
network website. Thus, how can we retrieve the
massive online social network information with the
exploded information accessible in the web? In this
paper, we have designed the internet agent! crawler
based genetic algorithm to retrieve the e-business
web pages from the lelong.com.my, the Malaysia
online auction website. We used genetic operation in
order to retrieve the information connected between
the users by expanding the keywords. Our result
shows that the genetic algorithm can be a promising
technique in terms of accuracy of the retrieval results.

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of text documents in digital form in

the Internet has increased the importance of using methods
to analyze the content of text documents. Current search
engines that rely on keyword matching usuaIly return too
many low quality matches. To make matters worse, some
advertisers attempt to gain people's attention by taking
measures meant to mislead search engines. As a result, the
identification and classification of text documents based on
their contents are becoming very necessary (Page, 1998).

Nowadays, there has been tremendous expansion of
online auction activities over the last several years with
milIions of people buying and seIling goods online (Beyene,
2008). eBay, Lelong and Yahoo are some of the major
welI-known online auction sites. On any given day, eBay
has more than a 100 milIion items available for sale, with
6.4 miIlion new items added every day. eBay users
worldwide trade more than $1,812 worth of goods on the
site every second.

In order to prevent auction fraud, reduce the buyers'
costs and increase seIlers' competence, increasing numbers
of researchers have begun to study issues surrounding on
line auctions (Beyene, 2008) (Chau, 2007) (Hsien, 2008).
In recent years, empirical research on on-line auction has
been flourishing because of the availability of large

amounts of high-quality bid data from on-line auction sites.
Researchers want to study price, bid behavior and auction
market characteristics to locate suggestions for buyers and
seIlers participating in on-line auctions (Hsien, 2008).
However, the increasingly large information of bid data has
made data colIection increasingly complex and time
consuming, and there are no effective resources that can
support this work. So, in this paper, we focus on the multi
crawling and capturing of on-line auctions from the
automatic agent perspective to help researchers collect
auction data more effectively.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
the related works on e-business social network. In Section 3,
we discuss experimental setting and folIow by result
analysis and discussion in Section 4. The conclusion is
summarized in Section 5.

2. E-BUSINESS SOCIAL NETWORKS
An online social network consists of individuals who

are linked to each other in the same network. Some wel1
known examples of online social network include Facebook
and Friendster which helps build personal and professional
relationship. Facebook is also inserting advertisements into
its social graph (the feed of activities from friends)
attaching ads related to activity information from them.
Online auction sites, in fact also social network where the
auction users take part in buying and seIling activities (Fig.
I). Indeed, Lelong (lelong.com.my) which is the Malaysia's
largest and most visited trading and auction portal has
many registered users for online social network.

Online social networks are part of the web, where a lot
of interesting phenomena take place; and many of them are
worth studying or need to be considered. For example, on
an online auction, we may want to find out the patterns of
fraudulent or suspicious transactions among users (Beyene,
2008).

However, before any analysis can be done, we need to
gather the data that describes the social networks. These
networks are often huge, therefore crawling these networks
could be both challenging and interesting. However, there
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concerned, we believed that the data represented in the
online social network are very different from general web
pages. The web pages that describe an individual in an
auction social network are typically well-structured, as they
are usually automatically generated, unlike general web
pages which could be authored by any person. Therefore,
we can be very certain about what pieces of data we can
obtain after crawling a particular individual's web pages. In
this paper, we use Lelong as an example of online social
network.
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Fig. I Online auction structure
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Referring to Fig. 3, the list of feedback received by
the user is shown, including the IDs of the users who left
the feedback, which are hyperlinked to those users' profile
pages. Thus, by crawling these hyperlinks, we can construct
the graph of connections between all the users in the social
network. In addition, the users can add their own favorite
seller whereby this function can increase their social
network between the buyers I seller. From those hyperlinks,
we also considered the explicit hyperlinks whereby it can
provide us with related promotion products between users.

Fig. 3 List of user feedback in user profiles

Fig. 2 shows the profile of a user in Lelong. From the
page, we can obtain the user's [D, date of membership,
location, item's offered by users ad other personal details.
A part from the personal local information, there are
usually explicit links (e.g.; ratings, bidding, etc.) that we
can use to trace the user's connections to the others.
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Fig. 2 Lelong user's profiles
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2.1 Crawling lelong.com.my Social Network
Lelong (Ielong.com.my), which is the Malaysia's

largest and most visited trading and auction portal, has over
30 Million page views per month. It also has over a million
visitors per month and has been established more than 10
years. At lelong.com.my, more than 70,000 products traded
in all stores. Moreover, they gained almost a total of RM 10
million transactions each month.

We assumed that this portal can be benefit to
spreading the Malaysia products to the whole world and at
same time making the social network with users. As we

Web crawlers are one of the most crucial components
in search engines and their optimization would have a great
effect on improving the searching efficiency.
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<td>
<a href="/eyong52" style="text-decoration: none ;">
<font cOlor="#0044DD">eYOng52</font></a>&nb~

<a href="/Auc/FeedbaCk/USerRating.asP~D=eYOng5 @1">
<font color="#111111" stYle="text-decorat~=· Ize:
12.5px ;">
<img border=O src="hUp:i/i1.1elong.com.my/lmg/sBmedaI1.gif'
title="User is Ie Verified">
<b>«span title="Total Item Posted And Bidded">1608</span>:
<font color="darkgreen" title="Total Unique Ratings">137+,
100 %</font> )</b></font></a>&nbsp;
<a href= E----
"/Au ember/Fee RetractBidder.asp ProductID=19174725
&T UserlD=shaiful669 1" title="eyong52 c actlremov'
fee [Ql!l.§.IJ.~l "><font color="#0044DD" style="font-
size: 11 px;">Retract</font></a> <a
href="/Auc/Member/Feedback/ReplyBidder.asp?ID=708882"
title="shaifuI669 can place a reply to this feedback rating"><font
color="#0044DD" style="font-size: 11 px;">Reply</font></a>
<ltd>

Fig. 4 User information in LeJong website that will be use
in the crawling process

We used crawler for web retrieval to make a fast crawling
process yet gather the web documents as many as it can.
Our crawler consists of a user interface for URLs
submission and a database to store the information
retrieved by the crawlers (Ibrahim, 2008). From the user
interface, the seed URLs is distribute to multiple crawler
agent to crawl and retrieve the e-business information from
the Internet. The crawlers are using the breadth-first search
technique so that it can fetch as many web pages as it can
and will not be stuck in blind alleys, and will always find
the shortest path first (Pant, 2005). Fig. 5 shows our
proposed crawling design for an online auction social
network.

2.2 Genetic Algorithm as Crawling Search
Algorithm
We crawled these user data in a breadth-first search.

We used a queue data structure to store the list of pending
users which had been seen but not yet crawled. Initially, a
seed set of users was inserted into the queue. Then at each
step, the first entry of the queue is popped and all feedbacks
for that user were crawled. Every user who had left a
feedback was crawled based on queue. Once all of the
user's feedbacks were crawled, the user was marked as
visited and stored in a separate queue.

Based on natural selection in environments and
natural genetics in biology, the GA is evolved according to
the principle of survival of the fittest and is widely applied
in many optimization problems. When applying the binary
GA to the document classification, most research uses gene
positions in the chromosome to represent candidate
keywords. In this paper, we used GA as an optimization
method to expanding the keywords to form new queries.
Basically, genetic algorithm is the heuristics search that
previously applied in data mining (Chou et. al, 2008).
Each term is represented as a vector. Given a collection of
documents D,

let v= ftl, t2, ... ~ Ti}; V= terms

be the set of distinctive words/terms in the collection. A
weight ~!i > 0 is associated with each term Ii of a document
di E D. For a term tbat does not appear in document

Then, the terms are encoded as chromosome such as:
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Fig. 5 Our proposed online auction crawler

Doc I = 000000100000 I 000

Doc2 = 0110000110100000

Doc3 = 1000001000000100

Doc4 = 0001100011010111

Doc5 = 0000011000000100

These chromosomes are called the initial population
that will be feed into genetic operator process. The length
of chromosome depends on number of keywords of
documents retrieved from user query. From our example
the length of each chromosome is 16. We used fitness
function to evaluate how good the solution will be. After
evaluated the population's fitness, the next step is the
chromosome selection. Satisfied fitness chromosomes are
selected for reproduction. Poor chromosomes or lower
fitness chromosomes may be selected a few or not at all.
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will be use in the crawling process

2. Preprocessing
In the preprocessing stage, the html syntax is

removed. For instance <html></html>, <head></head>
and <title></title>. We used stopping function to
eliminate the most using keywords such as 'a', 'to',
'the', 'she' and etc. Then, the Porter stemmer (Porter,
1980) library is used in order to stem the long words
into their root word such as 'enjoyable' = 'enjoy',
'supplying' = 'supply' and so on. Finally, the output
from the preprocessing data is stored in the database
for later processing.

I Initial population
. 1 1 10000
I 1111000I 1111000

I 1111000
0000111

I Average fitness value: 0.62

Doc 1 I Doc 2
Before crossover ..

~=After crossover

=~

Mutation

~

~
Fig. 6 GA process in web crawling

3. Processing
GA was used to expand the keywords retrieved

from the lelong user's profile. GA will automatically
generate the new keywords based on the parameter
shows in Table 1. The GA process is shows as in Fig. 6.
The next step is to crawl the lelong web pages based on
the new keywords generates by GA.

Table 1 Parameter use in GA Process

value
5
5

0.4
0.005

543

Results ofGA

2

100

95

90
% G1 PrecIsion

85 • Recall

80 oF1

75

parameter
Total chromosomes in a population
Total generations in GA process
Probability of crossover, Pc
Probability of mutation, Pm

3.1 Results and Discussion
Based on our findings (Fig. 7), the expansion of

keywords found by the crawler can obtain such a relevant
or online social network between users. However, the
results is not really extensive and convincing where the
results only relevant to a small corpus of web documents.
Thus, we are encouraged to do extra experiment of more
web documents to extend the results.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this work, we have applied the proposed crawling

framework as shown in Fig. 5. Data preparation is a step
that data of interest or raw data are identified and collected.

Crossover is the genetic operators that mix two
chromosomes together to form new offspring. Genetic
algorithm constructs a better solution by mixture good
characteristics of chromosomes together. Higher fitness
chromosomes have an opportunity to be selected more than
the lower ones, so good solution always alive to the next
generation. Crossover technique includes one point
crossover, two point crossovers and multiple point
crossovers. However, we are choosing the point at random
for crossover because the structure is represented as binary
strings.

After the selection and crossover process, we
implemented the mutation process whereby it involves the
modification of the values of each gene of a solution with
some probability. In accordance with changing some bit
values of chromosomes, it gives the different breeds.
Chromosomes may be better or poorer than old
chromosomes. If they are poorer than old chromosomes,
they will be eliminated in selection step. The main
objective of mutation process is restoring lost and exploring
variety of data.

1. Data preparation
All related data of user's profile from lelong web

pages are retrieved. The data that is known as the
initial seed set will be used to form the social network.
Fig. 4 shows some useful and relevant information that

Iterations

Fig. 7 Results for crawling results

Table 2 shows some sample results that can be
obtain in the Lelong website. The connection between each
user can be shown to analyze how the seller and buyer can
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interact with each other in order to successfully achieve
what they aim for.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
In this paper, we investigated the use of keywords in

web pages retrieval using GA for keywords expansion. We
proposed a new approach to crawl the interest and
connection between web-user in online auction social
network. In the future, we intend to extend our findings into
the other types of recognizing the online auction social
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to the social communities whereby this research can be
more benefit to the online social network users.
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